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The Society officers have read all the
government guidance and acquired all the PPE
etc. We have consulted with everyone who might
have an interest and all are happy that we can start
work but not yet running public trains.
Working parties started on Tuesday 21st July
with others doing some setting up the week
before.
However,
only
some
volunteers have been invited to
take part at first. These have
been selected from a list of
those who have said they are
willing to return. The invitees
will change from week to week
to give everyone a chance.
More volunteers will be invited
as we gain experience in
handling larger numbers of
volunteers and find suitable
jobs for them to do. Once we
are happy with that we can
think about opening to the
public but at the moment no
date is even been suggested.
However, this is perhaps an
over simplification of the
situation. Covid_19 has more
Jim Castle
ways than one of effecting
heritage railways. For most, having to shut for an
indefinite period of time with the consequential
loss of income is bad enough. As our overheads
are low we felt the effect on us would be minimal
but there is another problem which wasn’t so
obvious.
Government advice is that anyone over 70 is
much more likely to be badly affected by the virus
and more likely to pick it up. Therefore, if you are
in that group you should take steps to limit
possible exposure. Staying at home is the obvious
way to do that but it depletes the railway of
volunteers and we all need to get back to some
sort of normality. Because our railway has always

Back to Work!
Yes, we started again on 21st July; and there is
a report on p3.
What you read here is probably about the
fourth attempt I have had to write this. As soon as
I write something, it all changes and I have to start

Darent nearly ready to go, 19th July

again. This one must be OK as I am reporting
what has happened.
The reason for so many changes is that we
needed to get it right; i.e. no one to get Covid_19
on our account and there are several people and
organisations who feel they should have a say.
Most of the organisation for a return to work has
been done by Bernard Chorley and he needs a big
thanks from everyone. At times it has been most
frustrating for him.
Members may not realise that it is the
H&KWR trustees who are responsible for making
decisions as to when we do what. Normally they
are happy for us (the MWBR Society) to suggest
such decisions but not in the present situation.
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been mainly mid-week, we have always attracted mainly
retired people as volunteers. Quite how many of our
volunteers are over 70 is not obvious (they all look so
youthful) but this is going to affect us and others badly. As I
see it, this will remain the situation until either a vaccine is
available, a cure is found we learn better how to live with it
or it just goes away. None seem likely in the short term at
least so we need to keep especially alert. Personally, I am
keeping away for a while longer and watching the situation.
If it continues to improve I may be tempted to return soon.
A lengthy protocol has been prepared for those
volunteers returning to work which I don’t think necessary
to reproduce again in full here.
If you do come to work you will be given a job which
might not be your choice although
there will be some flexibility.
When you sign in you will also be
declaring you are fit for work. Your
temperature may well be checked when
you arrive.
Keep 2m apart whenever possible;
if you can’t then wear a mask and keep
the exposure time to an absolute
minimum. If the closeness is lengthy
then perhaps you should not be doing
that job.
If you feel unwell with likely
symptoms, then don’t come and if it
happens after you get home then you
ought to let us know.
Hopefully things will get easier
later especially if a vaccine is found.

Some Safety and Operations Notes
(Repeated from last Newsbrief to remind you)
Jim Castle, Safety Officer MWBRS/HKWR
The Society was about to launch safety awareness
campaign for Volunteers working on the Railway as we seek
to reduce minor accidents and prevent anything more serious
happening. The current emergency has put that on hold.
The commonest accidents that occur are caused by tripping,
slipping and falling over.
The Railway is inherently dangerous in this regard
because of rails, sleepers, pointwork, signs and markers in
the ground. Care must be taken at all times move around the

News
Darlington coach
One wheelset has been modified but
the gauge is not quite right. To correct
it we need a special puller which
Darent on a test run
Riverside Engineering is making for us
as a favour. They are very busy and not had the time to do it.
Once the puller is made it can also be used for removing the
other wheels.Carriage Shed
Digging out for the foundations & inspection pit has
priority and this is an ideal job for semi-lockdown as no one
should be near the digger anyway. The dumper driver can do
his job without getting close to anyone either.
At the moment the ground is very dry and whilst hard to
dig, at least the driver can see where he is digging. No
doubt, once we start digging the heavens will open and the
whole site will revert to a quagmire as it was in January. See
page 6 for comprehensive article.
H&KWR accounts
We have had an enquiry from a member as to why we do
not circulate the Company’s account sheet. It could be said
that it is none of our business and it can be seen on the
Companies House website. However, as we provide the
labour to run the railway together with not inconsiderable
donations then it is our business. With that in mind you will
find the latest account sheet attached to this Newsbrief. In
future years it will be included with the AGM papers.
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Jerry Scholefield
Railway to avoid injury to yourself and others. A reminder
that Volunteers must never walk on rails or sleepers; always
use paths where they exist or walk on the ballast. Many
similar hazards await when construction work gets going in
the South Field because of the uneven ground, dumped soil
and waste, and vegetation – all waiting to trip you up.
Rail vehicles are also a particular hazard; traction units,
carriages and wagons. They are all heavy and difficult to
stop. Most have brakes, some do not, and care has to be
taking moving vehicles and stabling them. Procedures are
detailed in our Rule Book and must be adhered to by all
concerned.
Many of the Society, whilst having a keen interest in all
matters concerning railways, have never worked at the sharp
end of a running railway and so there is a steep learning
curve for Volunteers to ensure their safety and that of our
visitors. Not only is the Society and our railway operation
answerable to the Health and Safety Executive in general,
we are also regulated by Her Majesty’s Railway
Inspectorate.
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Working day report 21st July 2020
Robert Leadbetter & John Morson

Many branches pruned from the large oak tree and debris
placed in the 'living hedge' on the picnic field.
Various trees cut back to clear the track bed.
Undergrowth removed from both sides of the fence at the
back of the new carriage shed site.
Coach train taken around loop to check clearances are OK.
Digger and dump truck checked and serviced ready for
digging operations to start on Thursday.
Dave Pearce cleaned the last section of the A316 gates
ready for painting

This was the first working day since the lockdown.
On arrival we all assembled at the Kempton office and
went through the Covid-19 precaution procedure so
comprehensively documented by our Operations Manager
Bernard Chorley and watched over by our safety officer Jim
Castle.
Duly administered and sanitised, the South field team
comprising of team leader myself (RL) and members Clive
Penfold, Ged Brown and Robert Cattell proceeded to the
gate at the aqueduct in order to access the South field
embankment. This in itself took some considerable time as
the access to the gate was completely overgrown. We
accessed the area via the TW steel bridge as our wooden one
has not been checked for some time.
After gaining access to the embankment area Clive used
his brush cutter blade to clear a surveyor’s foot path up to
gate 10. We then cleared the roadway from the A316 at gate
10 which gives us vehicular access to the south field.
After lunch we did not return to our prime job but stayed
at base as Clive was requested to assist in brush cutting at
the Carriage shed area. As it was he was not needed after all

Getting ready to mark out for the carriage shed excavations
John Morson

The
RL

clearance

gang

entering

the

South

Field

which gave us an opportunity for an early departure.
On Thursday, 23 July 2020, I and my south field team
will again repair to the patch and this time attempt access to
the lease line route to take some photos as requested by the
local TW manager.
I attach some pictures which show the vegetation that
has grown since our last access.
John Morson reports:Detailed survey work carried out ready to dig out the
foundations of the new carriage shed.
Points and point lever mechanisms cleaned and
lubricated.

Dave Pearce cleaning up the gates under the flyover
prior to painting
JM

Clearing the excess growth from the trees
The carriage shed site from the south

John Morson
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Strode Green Garden Railway –
News Release
Bernard Hales

Jerry Scholefield

After the failure of our boiler pre-inspection steam up
and the sudden notice of lockdown, we were forced to leave
everything as it was which included a partially drained down
boiler and the steam dome open to the elements. After a few
weeks, on a routine security inspection, it was noticed that
the exposed top stays and boiler tubes had developed a thick
layer of oxide-rich sludge – a clear indication that the rust
inhibitors were giving no protection to those parts of the
boiler and that urgent action was needed to prevent further
damage. A few days later we were able to top up the water
level and add the required amount of inhibitor as a
temporary measure.

After consideration of the Government’s latest COVID19 statements the Operations Manager, Paddington Bear,
has given the go ahead to move groundwork and
maintenance machinery into position anticipating the
imminent easing of the ‘lockdown’. Considerable vegetation
clearance is needed on the existing part of the line from Ye
Awning Corner to LMH (in this case Lady Margaret Halt)
under the yew tree.

A demolition hammer has been borrowed back from
colleagues at Kempton Waterworks Railway to facilitate
track levelling at the Old Compost Bend. Several
derailments occurred during running trials due to heave and
cracking of the concrete path beneath. This could take a
little while, following which conventional ballast will be
deployed.
Meanwhile there have been other delays caused by
COVID restraints. The Locomotive Dept. had to postpone
the annual boiler test for ‘Cecil’ which was due during
March. The regular tester has yet to advise when this might
be re-scheduled.

By mid-June we were allowed back to finish the job
properly, starting with a boiler wash-out, then refitting the
regulator with the freshly annealed copper sealing ring and
he following week, fitting the steam dome top plate with a
new gasket. The Sunday after that we lit the fire and easily
got to full pressure but disappointingly, still had an
unacceptable trace of steam getting past the regulator.
Hoping this might just be a case of a bit more bedding-in we
took Darent out on the track and completed seven circuits of
the loop. It was great to be back driving and firing again but
it made no difference to the problem. Subsequent testing
with compressed air into the boiler and the regulator handle
clear of the limit blocks, it became clear there was no
position that would give a complete cut-off so the steam
dome top plate was taken off again and the regulator will be
carefully removed and the sealing surfaces of the copper
ring inspected for the tell-tale signs of leakage.
On a good note, Darent steamed well, sounded great
and free wheeled nicely down the slope towards the station.
As expected, the axle bearing blocks became warm and will
need further bedding-in as (you may remember from a
previous update) we reduced the excess play in the horns,
thus slightly altering the contact area between the bearings
and the axles.

In the meantime, PB has confirmed that the loco is ‘on
shed’, has been examined and found in good order so is

prepared and installed on the rollers ready for test.
Further information from:
bernard@enterpriseno1.co.uk
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cooled, Lister diesel-engine powered mains generator that
turned out to be seized so sadly I declined to make an offer.

Restoration of an Allen Scythe
Jerry Scholefield
Background
I first became fascinated with the Oxford Allen Scythe
when as a young lad I regularly watched a team of council
workers using this device to cut the grass on the wide verges
between the pavement and the road where I lived in outskirts

Cowling parts in dishwasher
The other was an Allen Scythe, older than my restoration

A similar model in similar condition
of East Grinstead. A few years on I was therefore rather
pleased to find that my mother-in-law had one on her farm
in Leicestershire and was happy to let me use it. I was
amazed at the ruthless efficiency of the beast and was able
to clear a large orchard, waist high nettles, brambles and
grass in a couple of hours. I now have that machine in my
garage, in pieces, partly restored but with a long way to go.

Old and new main bearings
project but in reasonably good condition, which I bought. It
was missing its engine cooling cowling, fan and starter
pulley but otherwise was complete, the engine had good
compression and everything else that should move did so
without using force. I felt that this unit could be given new

Another opportunity
Last year one of the KGES volunteers asked me if I

Fuel tank filler cap with oil instructions
tyres & tubes, fitted with the missing cowling (promised to
be found by the scout group), given a quick overhaul and
could be put to use for the railway in the South Field and
beyond. Obviously the use of such a machine would require
approval from the MWBRS committee and would probably
need a risk assessment drawn up, restrictions on who could

The Villiers cylinder & head after cleaning.
would be interested in two items of machinery that were
being sold by the Polyapes Scout Group to raise much
needed cash. One of the items was a twin cylinder, air-
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use it and a user / training manual made available but I think
it would be well worth the effort.

enamel brought them back to the original green colour. The
fan with pulley was left as polished aluminium.
The petrol tank had a slight leak by a weld for the
mounting bracket which had previously been brazed up for a
leak repair. Plenty of heat, good flux and soft solder made
this an easy fix. The engine main bearing of course was a
different story and involved an entire engine strip down. It
was pleasing to find the cylinder bore, piston rings and
crankshaft were in good order but the rear main bearing
showed signs of heavy wear and scoring. With no possibility
of finding a new replacement part I pressed the bearing out
of the crankcase casting and measured it up so I could make
a replacement. This was going to be a tricky job as there
were circular and longitudinal oil distribution channels as
well as holes to join them up. I had a suitable but short
length of phosphor-bronze bar in stock and spent the next
three days turning, boring, drilling and broaching to produce
the required part. The press fit into the crankcase casting
seemed a bit brutal but everything held together. I also took
the opportunity to cobble together a grit blaster and
thoroughly clean up the cylinder (with integral head) and
paint with heat resistant ‘cylinder black’. After making a set
of gaskets re-assembly was straight forward and this time I
was able to give it a longer test run. All seemed good but at
this stage I realized that the only missing part of the cowling
– a slightly dished panel that covered the open side of the
fan and left the starter pulley poking through – was
important for engine cooling if the scythe was going to be
used for any serious work. Neatly putting a dish in a circular
panel is a bit beyond my experience and the only alternative
would be to make a flat one and fit it with an annular spacer.
More thought was needed so I put this on the ‘too difficult
list’ and turned to the next area of restoration – wheels &
tyres.
Photos by Jerry Scholefield
Part 2 next time

Initial Assessment
The engine was very dirty and this included the magneto &
contact breaker points so cleaning this area and adjusting the
points was the first job. Fortunately, the petrol filler cap had
embossed instructions for the 2-stroke fuel mix (20:1) so I
was able to give it a test run. Without the pull-cord starter
pulley the only option was to run it up with an electric drill
and it burst into life without much fussing about. I couldn’t
run it for long due to lack of cowling and fan but long
enough to re-assure myself that it had good throttle response
and plenty of power. After a bit more of a general clean up I
made a list of missing or worn parts and things that needed
attention. The list was much longer than I had hoped and
included a pair of tyres & tubes, repair to the leaking petrol
tank, replacement of the in-line fuel filter, investigation into
the excessive play in the engine rear main bearing,
replacement of the cowling & fan and extensive de-rusting
of the cutter bar assembly. With no response from the scout
group I looked into the spare part market for veteran Villiers
engines and Allen Scythes and was please to find a supplier
that had three of the four aluminium castings that made up
the cowling, the fan-with- pulley casting, tyres & innertubes,
contact breaker points cover and a reprint of the 1957
operating manual for the scythe.

The Start of Restoration

New Lady member

Robert Leadbetter

I’m pleased to report that my wife Christine has joined
the
Society
and here is a
photo taken of
her at the
Hampton end
of
our
heritage track
bed. We live
nearby.
For those
of our readers
who are not
acquainted
with
the
Hampton end of our restoration project, the road shown
leads to the Red House Reservoir, one of the attractions on
our route to the end station at Kempton.
The miscellaneous equipment shown is the stock that
one of our members splashed out on so that we could have a
railway presence at point of origin. We have recently started
to clear the track bed at this end at up to the reservoir.
“Well” she said. ”just get on with it, you’ve been coming
here for seventeen years !! ”

New main bearing being bored out on lathe
The cowling parts and fan casting were promptly
delivered and were trial fitted to ensure they were the correct
parts however these were used parts and were caked in
corrosion and dirt. Cleaning up started with soaking in hot
soapy water, went through a stage of light abrasive work and
ended up in the dishwasher where they were cleaned and degreased - perfectly prepared for spray painting with an etch
primer. Light green undercoat and two top coats of engine
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Track extensions to it from the loading
bay siding were feasible

Adjacent to the special events site such
that the shed could provide facilities for events

Access for construction works satisfactory

Reasonable size could be achieved.
Survey work was undertaken by the Civils team to
determine the maximum possible size of shed that could be
constructed at this location, taking into account:

Offset distance from boundary fence
(minimum 1 m)

Avoiding interfering with fuel pipelines to
Heathrow at the rear of the site

Maintenance of the Corral for the horse
supplies.

Determination of track layouts into the
facility.
The shed had to be a minimum of 15 m long and
sufficient width for 2 storage tracks enabling four 6 m long
coaches to be accommodated.
The survey work however established that, by the
arranging the approach tracks with adequate clearance from
the corral fence and with sufficient offset to the fuel pipes at
the rear that a shed 20 m long and 8 m wide could be fitted
into the space available. The height of the shed to the eaves
is 4 m and with a pitch rises to just over 5m in the centre.
This size of shed meant that the safety clearance to the
running loop was compromised, resulting in the decision to
lift and relay a significant portion of the main track. This
had the advantage of easing out the tight bends and
misalignments in the original configuration and providing a
straight section adjacent to the shed for events. This track
work was undertaken and completed just before lockdown
and was described in the last Newsbrief.

The Carriage Shed
David Lewis

Artists impression

Henry Unterreiner

It has long been an ambition to develop a facility for
storage and light maintenance of our increasing rolling stock
and the first step towards that was achieved in November
last year with the granting of planning permission by
Hounslow for a coach shed to be built near the loading bay
area.
The shed is relatively conventional building and will
look like the visual rendering below.
The plan location is shown in Fig 1. This location was
chosen due to several reasons such as:

Close to Loading Bay for access

Shed Description
John Morson had contacted potential superstructure
providers and quotes and details obtained sufficient to
understand how these proprietary sheds are manufactured
and constructed.
Essentially, they are straightforward portal framed
structures using cold formed galvanised steel sections. They
are all manufactured using 3D cutting technology, such that
are very accurately made. Steel strap bracing is provided to
the frames to ensure satisfactory longitudinal stability. The
cladding rails and roof purlins are “top hat” steel sections
which are fixed to the frames using self-drilling screw
anchors.
The cladding is pressed steel ribbed panels with a
plasticised colour coating. To keep costs reasonable, the side
walls are uninsulated. However, it has been decided that the
roof is to be an insulated sandwich panel to avoid
condensation and drumming from rain.
Incorporated in the roof are clear roof light panels which
should bring considerable daylight top lighting into the shed.
The cladding is supplied with flashings and inserts to keep
out the rain and wind.
Two major roller shutter doors are provided – 6 m wide
in the front and 3.5m wide in the rear. Thus, one of the
tracks can run through the shed if we require in the future.
The 6 m wide shutter door will allow both tracks to enter at
the front. These doors are 3 metres high and tall enough for
all our current and foreseeable future needs including a
replica of the original engines which ran on the line. These
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are electrically operated since the manual ones were
unsuitable for the door design locations (described later)
Two Personal access/escape doors are provided in the
front and rear elevations with push-bar locking for use in
emergencies.
Discussions with Suppliers eventually focussed on one
specific company who were providing an economical quote
and were being helpful to finalise the design. The design
was a little unusual since the roller shutter doors were
considerably offset in the end elevations to suit the incoming
track positions. It was decided that we would eventually
order the shed from this company in the future.
Fortunately, they agreed to supply the superstructure
structural engineering details and calculations for a
reasonable fee prior to placing an order for the shed. These
were received just prior to lockdown and have enabled me to
complete the foundation designs, drawings and calculations
for the substructure ready to issue to Building Control, such
that we can make a start on this work as we return to the
railway.

Events Area
The new alignment of the main loop was designed to
provide for an enhanced area for events such as the
Christmas Specials (See Fig. 1). Some elements of the usual
“tunnel” structure will be permanently attached to the
foundation of the shed and opposite footings will be fixed
within the field. This will enable a larger area to be covered

Shed Layout
The Shed is 20 m long and 8 metres wide and is
therefore capable of storing up to six 6 m long coaches or a
greater number of coaches of lesser lengths. (See Fig 2)

and more coaches used for the “Specials”
Event Direction and performers’ facilities will be
housed within the shed which should be more pleasant
than current arrangements. Performances will be on the
inside of the track with a larger stage area and better
viewing angles.

Foundations and Ground Slab
The shed is a quite lightweight structure and
consequently is prone to uplift and overturning due to wind
forces. The foundations therefore are designed not just to
support the superstructure but to hold it down and in fact
the latter is the more critical load case (See Figs 3 and 4)
The ground slab is of an industrial mesh reinforced
type typically laid on a bed of compacted sub-base
material. A DPM is provided to keep out ground moisture
and act as shrinkage slip membrane. This will be poured in
4 sections to minimise/control shrinkage cracking
The foundations are generally mass concrete and
formed using about 600 of the concrete blocks we have in
store. These act a permanent shuttering, add weight to the
The tracks are offset asymmetrically within the shed to
maximise an area for maintenance activities with the
possibility of storage shelving or work benches along the
western side. The Main Doors are therefore offset
significantly towards the East Side to match the tracks.
One track is therefore located directly against the east
side of the shed and purely for coach storage. The western
track has activity zones either side of it and in addition is
provided with a substantial inspection pit.
The tracks are located in recesses into the floor slab such
that the top of the rails are at the same level as the general
floo , Consequently It would be possible to create tramway
arrangement and if no coaches were in the shed a significant
area is possible for alternative activities.
There is an area in front of the Main Shed door where
our gantry crane could be positioned to undertake lift off and
transfer work between the tracks.
The rear main door gives the possibility of extending the
eastern track either for additional siding length or it would
be possible to reconnect with the main track in the vicinity
of the station siding.
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grillage to maximise the space between the beams – These
are supported on bracket fixings bolted to the reinforced
concrete walls of the pit. These beams have been designed
to support a locomotive of the size of one of the line’s
originals – i.e. such as Hampton which has an operating
weight of 10.75 imperial tons.
Infill timber and plywood stressed skin floor units will
be located over the accessible pit areas which can be
removed and stacked aside when the pit in being used.
The pit is constructed as a reinforced concrete
box and the walls will be formed in one operation to
limit the risk of possible water ingress. This will be
enhanced by painting he exterior with a bitumenbased paint system
The pit is located within the third quarter of the
shed such that a coach can be under maintenance
and two further ones stored in front of it.

foundation and save significant ready-mix concrete and
costs. Tie down steelwork is incorporated.
The ground slab and foundation will be constructed
before the superstructure is erected.

Inspection Pit
The shed presents the opportunity to include a
substantial Inspection pit (See Figs 5 and 6).
The size at 4 m long and 2 m wide is suitable to provide
access directly below the tracks, and in addition either side

Roof Drainage
Building Control require roofs to be drained
satisfactorily away from the building preferably to a
soakaway more than 5 m from the foundations. The
intention subject to a permeability test is to site the
soakaway in the area of the loading bay. (Refer Fig.
1)
Roof drainage is taken from the eaves’ gutters at
each building corner. A facility for Harvesting
Rainwater for our use will be built into the system at the rear
of the shed.
Manholes and pipework are required as per the
regulations. (See Fig 7.)
There will be a drain provided within the building to
allow for a potable water supply to be tanked and fixed as
part of the storage area on the west side for incidental use.
The system is sized for a maximum storm of 2 minutes
duration during a probable period of 50 years

of the frames and bogies. It is 1.4 m deep enabling
reasonable comfort whilst working on locomotives or rolling
stock. Access into the pit is via step ladders at the ends. A

Heating
For simplicity and budget control no permanent heating
system is installed – Local temporary heating using gas
appliances may be used when required.

Electrical Installation
Similarly, to the heating initially there is no mains
electrical installation. This would be a future fit out item
and, in the meantime, generators will be used for power
supply. A budget estimate for a power supply from an
adjacent 11kV cable proved extremely expensive and has

sump pit is provided for pump out should this be required
and a cable conduit for future electrical supply.
The tracks over the pit are supported on a minimal steel
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not been taken up.
There is the opportunity for the installation of a solar
and/or wind power arrangement on the roof coupled with a
battery and inverter arrangement for lighting and low power
requirements such as operating the roller shutters. If a
generator is being used it could be plugged in such that
battery sets will be charged. Initially a 12V LED lighting
installation will be installed but upgrade of these systems
will be required long term.

operational environment. Please contact David Lewis or
Don Clarke if you wish to help build the Shed.

MWBRS committee
President: Bryan Woodriff, email:bryan@woodriff.co.uk
 020 8979 8272
Chairman: Colin Clode mobile 07790 830838
email colin@clode.org.uk

Other Equipment and Fit out
Such equipment will be transferred or obtained when
funding/need is identified.

Vice Chairman & Estates: John Fevyer
Secretary, John Faulkner, 22 Wolseley Avenue
London, SW19 8BQ
email: john.faulkner@blueyonder.co.uk

Construction
The current proposal is that a volunteer team constructs
the shed – this will require significant effort and planning
which is being undertaken at this moment.
It will however control the cost of the shed construction
by limiting external involvement. The Inspection Pit
steelwork and possibly cutting/ bending reinforcement will
be buy-in items.
The sequence of construction will be generally thus: 
Clear Site and boundaries

Establish Setting Out

Excavate a form Foundations on West
Side

Excavate and form Foundations on East
Side

Construct Inspection Pit Walls

Install Drainage System

Construct Ground Slab

Erect Superstructure

Complete Inspection Pit

Lay Tracks

Fit Out Items

Treasurer and Operations Manager :Bernard Chorley,
email bernard@chorleyland.co.uk
Volunteer Co-ordinator, Allan Roberts
email allan.roberts@hamptonkemptonrailway.org.uk
Mobile 07947073916
Newsbrief Editor & Track Supervisor Jim Hewett,
1, Lavender Vale, Wallington, Surrey. SM6 9QR
020 8669 1721 Mobile 0747 600 4647
email heritagejim@yahoo.co.uk
Safety Officer Jim Castle
email jimandursula@blueyonder.co.uk
Mechanical Engineer

Dick Scholefield

Civil Engineer

David Lewis

Membership Brian Turner, 3, Longs Court, Crown Terrace,
Richmond, Surrey. TW9 2JS 07913849154 Email
mwbrs-members@hamptonkemptonrailway.org.uk.

When the shed is built it will look similar internally as
shown in Fig 8 as if looking towards the rear of the main

Publicity - Linda Roberts
Fund raising Colin Clode
Society email address mwbrsoffice@gmail.com
KGE Museum & our office  01932 765328
Society mobile on running or working days (to speak to Person
in Charge)  07511 730782
To contact any committee member not listed use
mwbrsoffice@gmail.com
H&KWR Ltd Company Secretary (for donations) Anthony
Eaton, Little Danes, The Street, Betchworth, RH3 7DJ.
01737 844314
Newsbrief is published mid January, April, July &
October. Press date 1st of same month
access door.
It will of course take quite some time for us to create this
new facility, but it will give the railway a better place to
store our coaches and work on projects in a better

Website:- http://www.hamptonkemptonrailway.org.uk/
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